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MAFMC June 2017 Council Motions 
Hilton Norfolk The Main 

 
 
SC/OQ 

 

Move that the surfclam ACL=ABC is 29,363 mt for 2018, 2019, and 2020, and for each year the 

ACT be set equal to the ACL of 29,363 mt. This results in an annual quota of 26,218 mt (3.4 mil 

bushels). 

deFur/McMurray (20/0/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move that the Regional Administrator be asked to suspend the minimum size requirements for 

surfclams for 2018. 

deFur/Hughes motion - carries by consent with 1 abstention 

Motion carries 

 
Move that the ocean quahog ACL=ABC is 44,695 mt for 2018, 46,146 mt for 2019, and 45,783 

mt for 2020, and for each year the annual Maine ACT = 524 mt and Non-Maine ACT = 25,400 

mt. This results in an annual Maine quota = 499 mt (100,000 ME bushels) and a Non-Maine 

quota = 24,190 mt (5.3 million bushels).  

deFur/Nolan (20/0/0) 

Motion carries 

 
Excessive shares 

 

Move that the scoping document for excessive shares in the clam fisheries as presented and 

reviewed today be approved for scoping hearings. 

King/DiLernia 

Motion carries by consent 

 

MSB Specifications 

 

Move to set 2018-2020 butterfish specifications by accepting the SSC/MC/staff 

recommendations, with the updated 2.4% discard rate, i.e. tab 7, as revised. 

Nolan/DiLernia (16/3/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to set 2018-2020 longfin specifications with an ABC = 23,400 mt and IOY = DAH = DAP 

= 22,932 mt. 

Nolan/Hughes (19/0/0) 

Motion carries 
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Move to set 2018-2020 Illex specifications with an ABC of 24,000 mt and IOY = DAH = DAP = 

22,915 mt.  Other measures would stay the same.   

Nolan/O’Reilly (19/0/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move that the Council accept the Committee of the Whole’s MSB specification 

recommendations.   

Nolan/Hughes (19/0/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Squid Amendment 

 

Move to recommend 1E as the preferred alternative, using a 50,000-pound average qualification 

over 1997-2013. 

Nolan/DiLernia 

 

Move to substitute with the staff recommended alternative of 1B, with a 10,000-pound (best 

year) threshold over 1997-2015. 

Hughes/O’Reilly 

 

Move to amend to recommend Alternative 1C, a 10,000-pound (best year) threshold over 1997-

2013 and separate the longfin squid and butterfish moratorium permits. 

Nolan/DiLernia (12/8/0)  

Motion carries - becomes substitute motion: 

 

Move to substitute to recommend Alternative 1C, a 10,000-pound (best year) threshold over 

1997-2013 and separate the longfin squid and butterfish moratorium permits. 

(amended substitute motion) 

(12/7/1)  

Motion carries - becomes main motion 

 

Move to recommend Alternative 1C, a 10,000-pound (best year) threshold over 1997-2013 and 

separate the longfin squid and butterfish moratorium permits. 

(14/6/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to amend to change the threshold to 25,000 pounds. 

Nolan/McMurray (3/15/2) 

Amended motion fails 

 

Move to select option 2C, and give non-re-qualifiers a 5,000-pound trip limit. 

Nolan/Townsend (19/1/0) 

Motion carries 
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Move to adopt Alternative 2B.   

Date common ownership by: May 26, 2017 

Entity Definition: Owner(s) of record must be same 

Permits in confirmation of permit history (CPH) as of May 26, 2017 could not participate. 

Nowalsky/Hughes (14/5/1) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to recommend adoption of 3C and 3D. 

Nowalsky/Nolan (14/4/2) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to recommend Alternative 4C, to reduce the T1 to T2 rollover of longfin squid quota to 

25% of the original Trimester 2 quota, and Alternative 4E, to implement a 500-pound trip limit 

for all longfin squid limited access permits when the Trimester 2 quota is predicted to be 

reached.   

Also, there would be a Whiting Exemption for T2 Closures as following: possessing at least 

5,000 pounds of whiting (combined red, white, silver) allows 1,500 pounds of squid and 

possessing at least 10,000 pounds of whiting allows 2,500 pounds of squid, but if a vessel has 

more than 500 pounds of squid onboard under these provisions it must have gear stowed west of 

68’50” W and/or north of 42’20” N (North and West Borders of 522/525). 

McMurray/Shiels 

Motion Withdrawn 

 

Move to recommend Alternative 4C, to reduce the T1 to T2 rollover of longfin squid quota to 

25% of the original Trimester 2 quota. 

McMurray/ Shiels 

 

Move to substitute 4A, No action. 

Reid/Hughes 

 

Move to amend to recommend 4E. 

Nolan/Hemilright (17/1/2) 

Motion carries 

 

New Substitute Motion: 

Move to substitute 4E. 

(16/1/3) 

 

Main motion: 

Move to recommend 4E. 

 

Amended: 

Move to amend 4E to 4D. 

Nowalsky/McMurray 

(13/4/3) 

Motion carries 
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Amended Main Motion: 

Move to recommend 4D (a 250-pound post-closure Trimester 2 trip limit). 

(15/3/2)  

Motion carries 

 

Move to recommend Alternative 4C, to reduce the T1 to T2 rollover of longfin squid quota to 

25% of the original Trimester 2 quota McMurray/Shiels (7/13/0) 

Motion fails 

 

Move to recommend option 5A, no action. 

Nowalsky/O’Reilly (18/1/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to substitute to recommend 5C. 

Nolan/ No second 

 

Move to recommend that there would be an exemption for T2 Closures as following: possessing 

at least 5,000 pounds of whiting and red hake  (combined  red,  offshore,  silver)  allows 1,500  

pounds  of  squid and possessing at least 10,000 pounds of whiting and red hake allows 2,500 

pounds of squid, but if a vessel has more than 250 pounds of squid onboard under these 

provisions it must have gear stowed west of 68 degrees 50 minutes W and/or north of 42 degrees 

20 minutes N (North and West Borders of stat areas 522/525). 

Nowalsky/Michels (2/14/2) 

Motion fails 

 

Move to recommend the Council select the alternatives recommended by the committee of the 

whole. 

King for Committee (18/0/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to submit the squid amendment. 

Nolan/Elliott  

Motion carries without opposition with the RA abstaining. 

 

Executive Director’s Report 

 

Move that the Council continue development of the BSB recreational LOA framework action for 

implementation in 2019 and final framework meeting to be completed by June 2018 and 

consideration of a wave 1 2018 BSB recreational fishery at the August 2017 joint meeting with 

ASMFC. 

DiLernia/Heins (16/2/0) 

Motion carries 

 

Move to approve SOPP revision regarding paid parental leave as discussed today. 

Moved by consent 
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Committee Reports 

 

Move that the Council support the actions of the Monkfish Committee motion to shelve 

Amendment 6 permanently. 

Nolan/Hughes (17/0/0) 

Motion carries 
 


